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Applicable to East Anglia ONE North and East Anglia TWO



From:   
Sent: 15 April 2020 12:00
To:  
Subject: EXTERNAL: RE: EA1N and EA2 draft SOCG and meeting 1 organisation

Hi ,

I hope you are keeping well. I just wanted to give you an update on the WDC’s involvement on 
responding to offshore renewables casework.

We have been going through a review of our areas of work over the last few months, and we are now 
stepping away from responding to casework, and focusing more at a strategic level. Initially my plan 
had been to continue to be involved with casework that had been submitted to the Planning 
Inspectorate for examination. However only yesterday I was asked to narrow this further as I’m 
starting to sit on more strategic groups so stretching myself a bit thin!

It has been agreed that where an application is at the very early stages of examination that I should 
step away, and as currently I have only registered as an Interested Party for EA1N and EA2, it seems 
a sensible place to do so. Other developments where I have submitted written reps and SoCG I am 
continuing to be involved.

I’m sorry to do this at this late stage when you have circulated a draft SoCG and arranged the 
meeting for this afternoon around my availability, however I do feel it is good that I step away now 
rather than mid way through the process.

I apologise if this leaves you in a difficult place, and if there is anything you require from me, either 
now or in the future, please do just ask.

I would also like to thank you for the opportunity to input so far. It has been a useful and beneficial 
process.

Best wishes

Policy officer
Stop Whaling

WDC, Whale and Dolphin Conservation

whales.org
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